Crime Scene Template
Only

$16.75 includes shipping & handling

Actual Size
8 ½” x 11”

This 8 ½” by 11” template includes furniture and
plumbing cutouts in two convenient scales. The ¼
inch equals one foot scale produces detailed scale
drawings when drawn with a medium ball point pen.
The template is useful for drawing burglary reports as
well as more serious crime scenes, including arson.
The one inch equals 10 feet scale can be used with the
Double Traffic Template Set. Scale rulers for both
scales are included. This notebook-sized template has
holes to fit a three ring binder. Like all Bear-Aide
templates, the Crime Scene Template is machined in
the USA from the finest material available.

Human Figure Template
Only

$16.75 includes shipping & handling

The Human Figure Template is compatible with the Bear-Aide Crime
Scene Template but can be used wherever the drawing of a male or
female figure is required. Like the Crime Scene Template it is 8 ½” by
11” with hole for a three ring binder. The scale is also ¼ inch equals
one foot when drawn with a ballpoint pen. A scale ruler is included on
the edge of the template. The figures are in a variety of heights both
front and side view. A diagram on the template shows how it is
possible to reposition the template during drawing to produce realistic
and informative drawings. The semi-opaque, glare proof material aids
in customized drawing.
Actual Size 8 ½” x 11”

Railroad Template
Only

$11.25 includes shipping & handling

Actual Size
8 ½” x 11”

This unique 8 ½ inch by 11 inch template is used to draw
1”=20’ diagrams of railroad accident scenes with a
medium ball point pen. The one inch equals twenty feet
scale is compatible with other Bear-Aide traffic
templates. Registration marks are provided on major
railroad equipment cutouts to facilitate drawing of
various sized cars and engines. In addition, a scale ruler,
a protractor and a compass are provided. The template
includes cutouts for signals and railroad ties. This
notebook-sized template has holes to fit a three ring
binder.
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